Introduction
phase of the cell cycle were comparable using the two methods.
The data for the experiment depicted in Figure  1 are shown in Surface fluorescence with F Con A (A,B) or F OKT3 (C,D) are shown. The cell cycle patterns are identical to those with P1 staining alone and with AO staining (see Figure   1 ).
Simultaneous
Surface Fluorescence and
Cell Cycle Analysis
The entire staining procedure ( Figure  3) Figure  4A,B) . In contrast, methanol fixation, which was necessary to permit nucleases to enter the cell, attenuated the surface fluorescence signals ( Figure  4B ,C). The net effect of the sequential use of both fixatives, however, was a slight increase in the surface fluorescence signals.
The paraformaldehyde fixation step in conjunction with F Con A staining did not alter the subsequent nucleic acid staining with P1 ( Figure   5 ). Minimal autofluorescence (or right-angle light scatter) was seen when cells were fixed but not stained with either F Con A or P1. The values for red fluorescence were somewhat higher than for green ( Figure  6 ).
Interaction of surface fluorescence signals and nucleic acid staining and vice versa. Figure  7B shows that there is no contribution to green fluorescence signals (above the "au- A staining ( Figure  7C) . Figure  5 , which shows the cell cycle data (P1-DNA) before and after staining with F Con A, confirms the lack of interaction of surface staining on nucleic acid staining. Similarly, surface fluorescence staining (after fixation) was not significantly affected by the P1 staining procedure ( Figure  8 ).
Cell Cycle Analysis Using
Cell Cycle-specific
Blocking Agents
The nucleic acid specificity of the simultaneous surface fluorescence-nucleic acid staining procedure was further analyzed by use of cell cycle-specific agents ( Figure  9 ). show red fluorescence and the two lower panels (B,D) show green fluorescence. When cells are stained with P1 but not with F Con A (A,B) , there is no significant green fluorescence (B) but red fluorescence (A) is unaltered. When cells are stained with F Con A but not with P1 (C,D), there is no significant red fluorescence (C) but green fluorescence is unaltered (D). Number of cells per peak channel: (A) 540; (B) 1174; (C) 902; (D) 93.
( Figure  9B ), the P1-DNA ( Figure  9E ) and the PI-RNA (Figure 9H) procedures. Treatment with hydroxyurea resulted in the expected patterns for arrest ofcells in G, ( Figure  9C ,F,I). All methods also demonstrated the previously reported loss of the "late G, peak" (10) that occurs with either blocker ( Figure  9B ,C,E,F,H,I). 
Discussion

